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Get Your Firm on Board: Justifying Attendance
Nearly every legal marketer has been there. You’d love to attend an LMA conference,
and you know it would be helpful to your professional development and your firm’s
marketing and business development capabilities. But how do you convince your firm
it’s worth the time out of the office and financial backing?
To help marketers better make a case to attend the 2019 LMA Southwest Region
Conference, “Walk The Line. Toe it. Walk it. Push it,” we’ve put together a quick guide
that aims to make the process as painless as possible. This piece aims to empower
marketers with facts, a solid business case, and confidence. At the very least, we hope
this guide will serve as a starting point for marketers to develop attendance rationale
for the decision-makers within their firms.
Be Prepared to Answer Questions
One of the best ways to help your case is to answer questions about the conference. At
this step, it’s important to understand that answering questions about the 2019 LMA
Southwest Region Conference in a way that ties in with your firm’s goals and
knowledge and skill requirements draws a line between how the conference will help
your firm get to where it wants to be. Below are some questions you might expect to
answer, along with some answers from LMA.
What is the conference about?
“Walk The Line,” the 2019 LMA Southwest Region Conference, is the premier annual
event for the ongoing education of legal marketing and business development
professionals in LMA’s Southwest Region. Legal marketers from small to large law
firms, along with the preeminent service providers, will attend to learn about and
discuss changes within the industry, identify solutions to current challenges, and
uncover opportunities to meet their firm’s goals. This will be the largest annual
gathering of legal marketers in the Southwest, bringing together members and
professionals in the legal industry from Arizona, Colorado, Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas, and Utah, as well as other parts of the United States.
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Who will you meet there and what is the benefit of these connections?
This is a key event for my industry, especially within our region. I will meet industry
peers at all levels in their careers, from CMOs to specialists. There will be numerous law
firms in attendance of various sizes and from across the states in the Southwest region
in which we operate. That's a large pool of experiences, ideas and solutions I will be
able to tap into — both during and after the event. In addition to law firm colleagues,
there will be a wide variety of solution providers in attendance giving me the
opportunity to evaluate new products and services and stay on the cutting edge. The
connections I make during the conference with colleagues from different firms and
backgrounds will be a valued resource to me and our firm.
How does your attendance benefit the firm?
I will learn about case studies and strategies to differentiate the firm in a changing
market landscape, discover ways to drive business development, and gain access to
the latest marketing technology advancements. I’ll be better equipped with
knowledge that directly ties into my job and helps the firm reach its marketing and
business development goals.
In addition to ideas and examples I’ll learn from, this year’s workshop-style sessions
will enable me to create tangible resources such as actionable plans, tools, and
templates that can be immediately implemented upon my return to the office.
The firm will also benefit from the connections I can make with vendors, peer firms,
and even competitors, since I will bring information back to the firm and establish
valuable contacts for us. Representing the firm on this regional stage
will also help us increase awareness of our own brand and establish our thought
leadership through sharing with peers and colleagues at other firms.
Are there any discounts available?
Yes. A 10% discount on registration is available for organizations registering three or
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more attendees. Additionally, early bird pricing is in effect until July 31 — $325 for
members and $370 for prospective members.
Let’s Talk! Key Points to Consider
Come to the table with your best foot and best facts forward. Our list of talking points
helps you and your firm focus on the benefits of the LMA Southwest Region
Conference.
Why attend “Walk The Line”?
To meet and learn from marketers who work in firms similar to ours within a
geographic region — no other industry event offers such a targeted opportunity to
interact with and learn from firms like ours
To learn directly from other firms how they are effectively marketing themselves
and how we differ from them
To attend deep-dive sessions that encourage professional development and
tangible resources that we can implement immediately
To generate new business
To position ourselves as thought leaders among those in our region
To gain ground on our competitors
To evaluate new trends in legal marketing/marketing technology
To capitalize on the most cost-effective opportunity for professional development in
our industry
To make connections with vendors, peers, and competitors
To further our department’s recruiting efforts
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Calculate the Total Investment
If not the ones above, one of the first questions you may have to answer is the first that
comes to mind for many firms today: How much will it cost? To help, use LMA’s
expense/cost matrix.

Expense

Tips

Cost

Conference
Registration

Discounted pricing expires July 31

$

Electronic
Conference
Materials

Materials will serve as a reference well beyond
the event

Included

Search for low fares on a travel website to get a quick estimate for
flights to and from the conference. If traveling by car, estimate the
mileage and gas costs your firm may cover

$

Discounted rooms are available at The Houstonian Hotel,
Club & Spa for $209/night, plus tax

$

Flight/Mieage

Lodging

Transportation

Food per diem

Estimate taxis, car rentals, available shuttles, and ridesharing costs
$
both to and from the conference. Don’t forget that many activities
will be within walking distance!
Conference fee includes breakfast, lunch, snacks.
Evening meals are not included.

Subtotal

$
$

Number of employees
attending
Subtotal x number of employees
attending = TOTAL

$
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Summarize it in a Letter
Now that you’re armed with knowledge and ideas about how to talk about the 2019
LMA Southwest Region Conference, we suggest putting pen to paper and drafting a
letter to the decision-makers at your firm. Use the template below as a
guide.
Re: 2019 LMA Southwest Region Conference — September 11-13, 2019 The Houstonian
Hotel, Club & Spa, Houston, Texas
Dear [INSERT NAME],
I would like you to approve my attendance for the above-mentioned conference. I
have outlined below the direct business benefits to the firm from my attendance. If
anything needs clarification or elaboration, please let me know and I will be happy to
provide additional detail.
I appreciate that my attendance will represent an investment of time and money. So
you will also find a breakdown of expected costs and my plan for keeping expenses to
an absolute minimum. The 2019 LMA Southwest Region Conference, “Walk The Line,” is
the most important gathering of firms in our region in the legal marketing
and business development community and an opportunity for me to learn from the
leading practitioners in the sector.
This year’s event is especially important because in times of change, we need to learn
how to best respond. No other conference provides the same quantity and quality of
educational programming in one place. Additionally, this year’s conference contains
deep-dive learning sessions for enhanced learning and hands-on workshop-style
sessions that will enable me to create actionable plans, tools, templates, and other
tangible resources that can be immediately implemented upon my return to the
office, a great benefit for our team.
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Below, I’ve outlined some of the immediate challenges that we’re facing, and how this
conference can help us find actionable solutions.
Benefits:
[INSERT INFORMATION PERTINENT TO YOUR FIRM FROM STEP 1]
Full Post-Conference Report:
Upon my return I will provide you and the team with a full post-conference
report/meeting outlining the specific lessons
learned and my recommendations.
Investment:
The cost breaks down as follows:
Conference registration* $
Materials fees $
Flight $
Lodging $
Evening meals $
Transportation to/from hotel $
TOTAL INVESTMENT $
*Conference registration fee includes conference materials, breakfasts, lunches and
conference receptions.
I believe that the specific benefits to us of my attendance at this year’s conference
represent an appropriate use of our training budget. I am confident that my
attendance will pay dividends and I will work tirelessly to ensure they do.
I very much appreciate your consideration of my request. If you require any further
information at this stage, please let me know.
Sincerely,
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